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W of HR
Video 3:

History of Wisdom of the Hidden Realms 
Came in a dream while in Sedona. Wanted to create a deck that honored 
the movement between the realm of the material world and the hidden 
realms. Asked for a vision to get a really good artistic expression of that. 
Didn’t get a vision but went to bed one night and had a vivid dream 
just as was waking. Series of beings paraded in front like magical, hybrid 
beings e.g. rainbow prince, eagle king, chess queen. Told artist what they 
looked like. Realized this was a transpersonal methodology of describing 
an experience, possible human experience, using these beings as the 
embodiment. Archetypal embodiment of this essence.

W of HR has 44 cards and the deck is also read reversed. At the time they 
were referred to as ‘challengers’. Upright they were referred to as ‘allies’. 
Challenger cards are a little more ‘pushy’. Anytime a reversal is read in any 
deck it doesn’t meant that it’s the opposite of upright. It means it’s another 
way to look, or you’re not seeing something.

3-card reading: 
How will you serve on my counsel?

 Card One: ‘The Well Watcher’. Reminder about tuning into the 
 wisdom of the divine. It’s all about partnership with Spirit. The ‘soul
 card’, the part of self that’s not egoic, the part that speaks through 
 and with the divine to us through intuition, knowing and a sense of 
 trust and we always want to go to the well of the divine.

Q.
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 Card Two: ‘The Arrow Master’. About hitting our mark. Telling us 
 that this deck can help us to really ‘hit the mark’ and that it’s there
 to help us ensure the arrow hits where we want it to go. Also reminds
 us that we can’t follow the arrow to ‘make it’ hit a particular spot.
 Trust that Spirit is at hand and is a partner with us.

 Card Three: ‘The High Lady of Love and Compassion’. Asking us not 
 to be perfectionist with ourselves or others. We have to develop a
 better sense of self-love, self-understanding, and self-acceptance and
 remember to wear the world loosely around our shoulders. We have
 to be the neutral observer, which enables us to feel that sense of
 compassion and gratitude, because we are not pointing our finger at
 the egoic mind or the small self.

When you ask the question for yourself, you’re going to ask/say ‘how will 
you serve on my counsel?’ Choose 3-cards and percolate on them because 
you’re going to have a story of more than one deck.

Remember no matter which way the card comes out, the spirit of the deck 
is your ally no matter what.

The spirit of the deck is about energy. When you’re asking the question 
you’re looking at the energy that it wants you to focus on.

Meditate on the spirit of the deck. Ask the deck ‘who are you to me?’ How 
do I feel with you?
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